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Speedwell or Cat's Een
Casey Jacky
Casey's Curio
Casey's Curio
www.caseyscurio.co.uk
14 Count Adia
55W x 55H
3.50" x 3.50"  (49 x 49 stitches)

[2] DMC 32 blueberry - dk (465 stitches, 0.2 skeins)
[2] DMC 30 blueberry - md lt (557 stitches, 0.2 skeins)
[2] DMC 341 blue violet - lt (377 stitches, 0.2 skeins)
[2] DMC 472 avocado green - ul lt (20 stitches, 0.1 skeins)
[2] DMC 470 avocado green - lt (64 stitches, 0.1 skeins)
[2] DMC 934 black avocado green (5 stitches, 0.1 skeins)
[2] DMC White white (52 stitches, 0.1 skeins)

DMC-823 navy blue - dk (48.94 inches, 0.1 skeins)
DMC-934 black avocado green (2.58 inches, 0.1 skeins)
DMC-White white (2.06 inches, 0.1 skeins)

DMC-934 black avocado green (5 French knots)

1. Find the centre of the fabric to begin stitching.
2. Use 2 strands of the indicated colour to complete all of the cross stitches.
3. Use 1 strand of 934 to backstitch around the leaves.
4. Use 1 strand of 823 to complete the straight line backstitching of the flower.
5. Use 2 strands of White to complete the squiggle line backstitching of the two stamens and pistil.
6. Use 2 strands of 934 for the two stamen French knots on each side and one for the pistil.

Hint: Changing the colour of the flower is simple.  Pick 3 colours of a similar shade and arrange 
them in order from darkest to lightest.  Then substitute #32 for the darkest, #30 for the middle 
colour, and #34 for the lightest shade.  If the colour family is not blue, you will also want to pick the 
darkest shade available to replace the backstitch colour. For example to replace with purple:
32  -> 550
30  -> 553
341 -> 554
823 -> 154

You can do the same with with green for the leaves but you will only need 2 colours.  The darkest to 
replace #470 and the lightest to replace #472.  The backstitch colour of #934 should work for all 
other greens.


